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Abstract. An important class of discontinuous differential inclusions involves the Dissipative
Lipschitz (DL) condition. The aforementioned notion generalizes the concept of dissipativity
that is strongly linked to systems with contact phases exhibiting Coulomb friction. The goal
of this talk is to summarize recent results obtained on invariance and Hamilton-Jacobi theory
under the DL assumption. In the first part we provide a miscellany of necessary and sufficient
conditions for systems to be weakly or strongly invariant, including a limiting upper Hamiltonian
criterion and an approximate tangential condition that significantly extend the known results in
the literature on strong invariance. A Hamilton-Jacobi theory is also announced for the minimal
time function of Monotone Lipschitz systems, which are the negative of the DL systems, and a
characterization of the graph of the reachable set for DL dynamics is discussed. Finally, some
open questions are presented.
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